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   Class Notes 
Class: XI 

 

Date: 31-Dec-2020 

Subject: Informatics Practices 

 

Topic: Dictionaries 

 

Program 1. Give python code to accept elements of a dictionary from the user. 

Solution: 

d=eval(input("Enter dictionary elements (key:value)")) 

print(d) 

Note: Input dictionary elements with curly braces. 

 

Program 2. Give python code to accept rollno and marks of 3 students in the form of 

dictionary and print marks of rollno 2. 

Solution: 

d=eval(input("Enter elements of dictionary:")) 

print(d["2"]) 

 

Program 3A: Display the elements of a dictionary in separate lines. 

Solution: 

DaysInMonths={"January":31,"February":28,"March":31,"April":30,"May":31} 

for i in DaysInMonths: 

    print(i,"-",DaysInMonths[i]) 

 

Program 3B: Display the keys of a dictionary in one go and values in one go. 

Solution: 

DaysInMonths={"January":31,"February":28,"March":31,"April":30,"May":31} 

print(DaysInMonths.keys()) 

print(DaysInMonths.values()) 

 

Program 3C: Given a dictionary M which stores the marks of the students of class 

with roll numbers as the keys and marks as the values. Write a program to check if 

anyone has scored marks as 89.5. 

Solution: 

M={"101":55, "102":89.5, "103":30.5, "104":70, "105":92} 

if 89.5 in M.values(): 

    print("Yes, someone has scored 89.5") 

else: 
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    print("No one has scored 89.5") 

 

Program 3D: Given a dictionary M which stores the marks of the students of class 

with roll numbers as the keys and marks as the values. Write a program to check if 

the roll number 103 is available or not. 

Solution: 

M={"101":55, "102":89.5, "103":30.5, "104":70, "105":92} 

if "103" in M.keys(): 

    print("Yes, the given roll no is available") 

else: 

    print("No, the given roll no is not available") 

 

Program 4: Write a program to add new students' roll numbers and marks in the  

dictionary M created with roll numbers as the keys and marks as the values. 

Solution 4: 

M={} 

n=int(input("How many students?")) 

for a in range(n): 

    r,m = eval(input("Enter Roll No., Marks :")) 

    M[r]=m 

print("Created dictionary") 

print(M) 

ans = input(“More students? (y/n):”) 
if ans==‘y’: 
    print("Enter details of new student") 

    r, m = eval(input("Roll No., Marks :")) 

    M[r]=m 

print("Dictionary after adding new students") 

print(M) 

 

Program 5: A Dictionary contains details of two workers with their names as keys 

and other details in the form of dictionary as value. Write a program to print the 

workers' information in records format 

Solution 5: 

Employees={'John':{'age': 25, 'salary': 20000}, 'Diya': {'age': 35, 'salary': 50000}} 

for opjs in Employees : 

    print("Employee", opjs, ':') 

    print ('Age : ', str(Employees[opjs]['age'])) 
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    print ('Salary:', str(Employees[opjs]['salary'])) 

 

Program 6: Consider already created dictionary M that stores roll numbers and 

marks. Write a program to input a roll number and delete it from the dictionary. 

Display error message if the roll number does not exist in the dictionary. 

Solution:  

M={"101":55, "102":89.5, "103":30.5, "104":70, "105":92}  

print(M) 

rno = input("Roll No. to be deleted ? :") 

if rno in M:  

    del M[rno] 

    print("Roll no.",rno, "deleted from dictionary.") 

else: 

    print("Roll no.", rno, "does not exist in dictionary.")  

print (M) 

 

Program 7: Create a dictionary where key, value pairs'( rollno., marks) values are 

available in 3 different lists as [1, 67.8], [2, 75.5], [3, 72.5] 

Solution:  

data = [[1, 67.8], [2, 75.5], [3, 72.5]] 

d1=dict(data) 

print ("Created dictionary is") 

print(d1) 

 

 

 

 

 


